
clavisOptimo: 
Packaging parcels optimally by using the  
SAP packaging materials calculation routine 

Space for 
Optimization!

User specific

customization possible!



Initial Situation: 
You are picking your products in your warehouse directly into shipping containers?

Then you know the problem: It is often noted only at the end of the picking process that the 

chosen  packing material is sometimes too large or even too small. The consequence:  

High packing costs and additional effort for repacking into suitable containers. The picking 

process is seriously disrupted – often even personal 

and spatial resources must be provides exclusively 

for these situations.

Solution: 
clavisOptimo solves the problem even before it 

has a chance to occur. By early identification of 

the appropriate packing material you lower your 

packing costs and accomplish a permanent process 

reliability.

Soon your pickers can be sure that it will fit!

Advantages: 
  Calculation of the suitable packing containers before picking

  Confirmation of all packing material needed for a shipment

  No reverse action necessary after picking

  Lower packing costs by optimized utilization of packing material

  Long-term analysis of used packing containers

  Integration into SAP standard Examples for  

packaging materials calculation

Optimized picking

saves time and money
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Even smallest cavities 

are filled optimally

Special Features: 
  Consideration of material characteristics 

in the calculation (e. g. stackable)

  Calculation of alternative measures for  

foldable materials

  Calculation of least volume of nestable  

materials

  Filling of cavities in materials

   Consideration of incompatible materials 

(e. g. heavy and sensitive)

  Consideration of loading capacity of packing 

material

Technical Details:

  SAP ECC 6.0 is technical pre-requisite for the installation

  clavisOptimo can be connected to SAP standard

  User-specific customization of clavisOptimo is possible

Space saving packaging 



www.clavis.biz/en/clavis-optimo
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